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INTRODUCTION

Recent arbitration between InterDigital and Huawei seems to demonstrate the purported advantages of arbitration as a means of dispute resolution. The warring parties subsumed their multiple suits across different jurisdictions and forums into a single binding arbitral process. By virtue of the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("the New York Convention"), the arbitral award would be enforceable across jurisdictions. But even an agreement to arbitrate requires agreement on certain basic matters. On the most fundamental level, it requires agreement on the substantive and procedural laws governing the dispute, as well as the situs—or location—of the arbitration. The InterDigital arbitration shows the unfortunate difficulty of bridging even these basic gaps, and the recent Southern District of New York decision in *InterDigital Communications, Inc. v. Huawei Investment & Holding Co.*, concerning the arbitral award, may make such agreement even harder. At the same time, however, *InterDigital* provides unexpected insight into when proceeding without such agreement can facilitate dispute resolution. An agreement on substantive law may not necessarily provide legal clarity, and arbitrating parties should weigh the difficulty of obtaining consensus on such basic matters against the certainty that substantive law can, in practice, bring to the arbitration.
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I. ARBITRATION WITHOUT LAW

InterDigital owned several patents covering technical standards for 3G and 4G wireless technology, and had committed to license these patents under “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” (FRAND) terms. Companies often dispute what constitutes “reasonable” compensation, and InterDigital spent a number of years in litigation with Huawei over the meaning of these FRAND commitments. The dispute with Huawei involved actions in China, an antitrust complaint before the European Commission, hearings before the U.S. International Trade Commission, and suits in the District of Delaware. Eventually, in December 2013, the parties signed an arbitration agreement, which provided that these disputes would be submitted to arbitration before the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).

In a relatively common move, the arbitration agreement cleaved the governing law of the arbitration from the situs of the arbitration proceeding. The arbitration was to take place in Paris, the headquarters of the ICC. The arbitration agreement itself, however, was governed by New York law, and further provided that disputes that were not within the scope of arbitration could be brought before “state and federal courts in the State of New York.” Unusually, the arbitration agreement expressly provided that no specific law would govern the question at the heart of the arbitration—the parties were allowed to “cite law from any jurisdiction” in arguing what patent license terms would constitute “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” compensation. In other words, the arbitration agreement provided the arbitrators with no standard or rules for determining what constituted FRAND licensing terms.

The arbitral panel rendered an award in May 2015, which included a determination of the terms of a patent license agreement. Huawei, unhappy with the decision, filed a motion for vacatur before the Paris
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InterDigital countered with a petition in the Southern District of New York to confirm and enforce the award, pointing to the provision of the agreement that granted jurisdiction to the New York courts. The Southern District of New York was called upon to decide whether the enforcement proceeding should be stayed pending the outcome of the proceeding in Paris.

The district court, spotlighting the failure of the arbitration agreement to specify substantive law for the central question of the dispute, stayed InterDigital’s enforcement petition. The decision relied on the court’s interpretation of the New York Convention, a widely adopted convention that governs the enforcement of international arbitral awards. The court noted that the New York Convention divides jurisdictions into “primary” and “secondary” jurisdictions. A court has “primary jurisdiction” if it is in “the country in which, or under the [arbitration] law of which, [an] award was made.” Such courts have broad discretion to set aside arbitral decisions. In contrast, a court with “secondary jurisdiction” may only decline to enforce an award for a limited set of enumerated reasons. The InterDigital court reasoned that it had only secondary jurisdiction—the situs of the arbitration was in France and, even though the arbitration agreement was governed by New York law, the parties did not specify any governing law for the key issue of what constituted FRAND licensing terms. In other words, New York was neither the law of the country “in which” the arbitration took place, nor did it provide the law “under” which the award was made. Given that New York had only secondary jurisdiction under the New York Convention, the court exercised its discretion to stay InterDigital’s enforcement action. Unfortunately, while InterDigital seems to follow closely the New York Convention, it in fact seriously misinterprets the treaty. Moreover, such misinterpretation could undercut the sometimes important strategy of agreeing to resolve disputes through arbitration, despite disagreement concerning the law applicable to the dispute.

II. WHAT LAW FOR FRAND?

InterDigital involved FRAND claims—a dispute over InterDigital’s commitment to license patents under “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” conditions. InterDigital made this commitment when it participated in setting the technical standards for 3G and 4G wireless
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technology, and provided the standard-setting body with patented technology that became “essential” to those standards. Participants in the standard-setting process are typically required by standards organizations to commit to licensing their “standard-essential patents” on FRAND terms. FRAND commitments encourage adoption of the standard by providing assurance that proprietary technology in the standard will be available for licensing on reasonable terms.

The FRAND standard, however, can often seem vague and ambiguous, and disputes arise when firms cannot reach an agreement on what constitutes FRAND licensing terms. Scholars have long disputed the mechanics for calculating a FRAND royalty, and only a limited number of judicial decisions address the matter. Moreover, different jurisdictions can view FRAND commitments from starkly diverging perspectives. Some jurisdictions may be solicitous of the rights of patent holders, while others may require patent holders to license their technologies for only minimal compensation. Indeed, the InterDigital parties had previously jousted in China, where a court set a FRAND rate that some American scholars believed was “orders of magnitude lower” than ordinary industry demands. In other words, what constitutes a FRAND royalty can be characterized by acute legal uncertainty, and this uncertainty is only magnified when the disputing parties come from jurisdictions with different ideas about how to compensate owners of intellectual property rights.

These acute differences explain InterDigital and Huawei’s unorthodox choice to resolve their FRAND dispute through arbitration, while also
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declining to specify the national law applicable to the dispute. A growing consensus of scholars and regulators regard arbitration as an efficient means of resolving FRAND disputes. These advocates assert that arbitration results in substantial cost savings when compared to the cost of litigating complex patent disputes across several jurisdictions. At the same time, given the potential stark differences between royalty rates set by differing jurisdictions (e.g., the expected divergence between the royalty rates in Chinese and U.S. courts in the InterDigital litigation), parties may not be able to agree on an appropriate governing law. While not specifying applicable law can increase legal uncertainty, this may be less relevant to disputes (such as FRAND) where the appropriate resolution requires empirical comparison to, and detailed economic analysis of, similar licensing agreements. Here, the parties may have decided that the costs of failing to agree on governing law were not high in a dispute focused on such specific economic terms and where the substantive law of no jurisdiction could provide clear legal guidance as to the details of such terms.
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III. ENFORCEMENT WITHOUT LAW

The New York Convention is the foundational treaty concerning international commercial arbitration. The purpose of the New York Convention is to ensure certainty in the recognition and enforcement of international arbitral awards. InterDigital seems at first blush to further these purposes—the court declines to conduct a superfluous review of the arbitral award and defers to the determination of the courts at the arbitration situs. But InterDigital badly misinterprets the New York Convention, and the decision could increase concerns about the integrity and enforceability of international arbitration where the parties have not agreed on applicable governing law.

To the extent arbitrating parties have concerns about the integrity of the arbitral process, InterDigital magnifies those concerns by implying that disputants that forgo specific national law have limited their rights to judicial review of the arbitral decision. As per InterDigital, New York courts cannot review arbitral awards that are not made under New York substantive law, and as such the Southern District of New York could not review the FRAND award made under general principles of law. This, however, represents a misunderstanding of the New York Convention. The New York Convention indeed allows for judicial review of arbitral decisions by the jurisdiction “under the law of which” the decision was made, but this refers to the procedural law of the arbitration situs rather than the substantive law governing the dispute. In other words, the choice of substantive law does not affect the parties’ rights to judicial review under the New York Convention, and the court’s power to review the award would have been limited even if the parties had specified that the arbitration would be governed by New York substantive law. Nevertheless,
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InterDigital incorrectly states that the parties’ decision to not specify governing law—a decision without which they may have found insufficient common ground to agree to arbitration—results in a waiver of their right to judicial review of the arbitral award.

Second, for parties concerned about the possibility of enforcing arbitral determinations, InterDigital’s misinterpretation suggests that awards under substantive general principles of law may be treated differently under the New York Convention, as opposed to awards made under national law. This suggestion resurrects old debates over whether courts will enforce arbitral decisions not made under specific national law. Early English courts and commentators voiced a traditional hostility toward arbitration agreements not governed by the law of a specific jurisdiction, such as agreements to arbitrate under general principles of law or equity. Later judicial decisions evolved toward the enforcement of such arbitral decisions. In Ministry of Defense of the Islamic Republic of Iran v. Gould Inc., for example, the defendant, Gould, resisted the enforcement of an award made by the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal. Gould pointed to the same language cited by InterDigital, arguing that article V(1)(e) of the New York Convention refers to the enforcement of arbitral decisions made “under the law” of a country and thus did not include the enforcement of decisions not made under national law. The Ninth Circuit rejected this argument, holding that courts had jurisdiction to enforce arbitral awards regardless of whether they were made under the law of a state. Gould’s discredited arguments, however, live on in InterDigital, which also reads out nonnational substantive law from article V(1)(e) of the New York Convention.

CONCLUSION

Most contracting parties prefer to have their agreement governed by a specific national law, and it is rare for parties to stipulate that nonnational legal principles will govern their relationship. International FRAND disputes, however, may present a situation that calls for the application of such “general principles of law.” Scholars have disparaged nonnational law as frequently vague and as not providing sufficient clarity or certainty for
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international legal disputes.\textsuperscript{45} At the same time, however, national courts have issued few FRAND decisions, making it unapparent whether national law provides a clear basis for determining “fair and reasonable” royalty rates. Moreover, determinations of FRAND can be technocratic exercises of comparing similar licensing transactions,\textsuperscript{46} and the substantive foundations of national law may not be necessary to support such economic assessments. As such, given the difficulty of agreeing on a body of national law to govern FRAND disputes, some parties may find it appropriate to escape the system of national laws altogether.

Given their heterogeneous membership and diverse interests, standards organizations have found it difficult to agree on detailed standards and procedures for determining FRAND licensing terms.\textsuperscript{47} It is unlikely that disputing parties, having failed to find common ground during the collaborative standards process, will suddenly discover consensus during a contentious arbitral proceeding.\textsuperscript{48} As such, parties to an international FRAND arbitration may often find it productive to avoid the question of governing law by making reference to neutral nonnational standards. In misinterpreting the New York Convention, however, \textit{InterDigital} may make it less likely that parties will agree to use such neutral general principles for an arbitral proceeding. Specifying governing law may not always provide clarity and efficiency for dispute resolution, but \textit{InterDigital} may raise the costs of failing to find agreement on such matters.
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